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About This Game

Harry is here and it’s an all new adventure!

Join the intrepid explorer as he searches for and collects hundreds of golden eggs.

Guide Harry from platform to platform, level to level, grabbing every last egg you possibly can! There’s over 35 levels to
complete, including new bonus stage levels that are exclusive to this edition of the game. Each level is a tricky mix of platform

action with ladders, elevators, enemies and more.

And watch out because just as you think you have everything mastered, Bertha, Harry's arch enemy will join in and she's not
friendly to Harry's egg collecting antics! In fact, she's is not going to stop chasing him until she’s put an end to Harry once and

for all!

Once you've got a few levels under your belt, try one of the other game modes. There's Hard mode that offers a real challenge
for even the hardiest of platform warriors. Or, there's Survivor Run: See how far you can get on just one life and try for an 'A'

Grade score. It's quite a bit harder than it sounds.

And if that's not enough, Time Trial mode turns Chuckie Egg 2017 into a full-on speed-run competition. See if you can beat our
best times, and unlock some achievements if you can!

Chuckie Egg 2017 is a thoroughly modern take on the retro-style platformer game with vibrant art, modern controls and
movement, and music that will likely have you humming along while you play.
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Game Features:

-30 main levels spread across three unique themes
-Four unique bonus stages. Collect all the eggs on each stage for a truly rare achievement.

-Four Game Modes: Normal, Hard, Survivor, and Time Trial.
-Mountain Madness mini expansion pack with six all-new levels, art and music.

-Colorful, vibrant cartoon style graphics.
-Twelve Steam achievements

-Full controller support including single key exit control option, and user-definable keyboard controls

Tested Controllers
-Logitech F310

-Xbox One / 360
-Sony PS4

-Steam Controller

For any support issues, please contact us via email at: support@downsideupgames.com

Want Harry on your phone or tablet? Get the mobile version of the game at: http://www.chuckieegg2017.com

Follow Harry on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ChuckieEgg2017
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Title: Chuckie Egg 2017
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Downsideup Games, Inc.
Publisher:
Downsideup Games, Inc.
Release Date: 15 Oct, 2018
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Game is extremely short spent 2 hours and 48 minutes to beat it. The game it self is pretty easy but rather slow pace for combat.
The troops in the game are pretty weak so u tend to just overuse your god powers to get though a level.. SPOILER:
I thought this movie was awesome and here's why. The way that's it's produced or shot this movie is so 'raw". You feel present
in the moment. You can feel the stress, tension, the clock counting down but you can also feel the creativity, positive energy. I'm
impressed by how professional everyone remained during a 48 hour game jam. Everyone got along and they remained good
sports through the end. As a gamer and a game developer I felt like I was there. This is like a Cinderella story for game
developers. I mean these guys got to pitch to the big dogs and they got contracts! What better outcome could any of us want...
Congrats to those dudes!! Great movie. I highly recommend.

Spoiler: I do wish that PlayStation and Oculus would've allowed cameras in to watch the pitch but I understand why they didn't..
As documented in the Steam discussion forums this game has been broken since launch (in excess of two months at time of
review), and the developer hasn't even acknowledged the issues.. This is the only piece of music I've ever purchased in my
life....
God is it work it!. This game is a joke. The graphics look like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 the game is stuck at a steady
15FPS and it should run perfectly on my computer. The voice acting, oh their is none, they took a speech generator and stuck
vowels and stuff into it to make it sound alien. Also, I can't even begin the game, the English is so broken I can't understand the
instructions. I'm stuck in an area sorrounded with laser beams and wall chests or something. Got it for 20 cents though and there
are trading cards.. I would say this game has its cute moments, for its price is nice. I love both cats and dogs so this was a good
game. Its simple and easy to play, fun for the little kids and parents.

6\/10 Over All

Simple, Cute and Clean.. A great pack to get a huge boost, being axe one of the best cards at the game (LEAGUE 1) and
marquis a hero that gets rid of almost every enemy easily. I want to leave a review here because many people gave bad review
because of the bugs in this game. I can definitely say that a lot of those bugs are fixed quickly by the devs and by version 1.02 it
is playable for me. There are some more things I would like to be changed by the devs such as the movement controls which feel
like driving a tank, but I'm sure the devs are working on it and I will update this review when the devs changed the movement
system.

As for learning the language? Yeah, it really feels like you are dumped in a strange environment with a strange language that you
must learn to understand what the people are saying. Really helps with the immersion problem I've been having when learning a
new language. I managed to learn extremely quickly using this game, so I say this game really achieves the goal of helping
people learn a new language.

It is rare seeing a language learning game like this in Steam, other than Influent as far as I know, but it's good that we're having
more of these games. I am sure the devs will quickly fix the bugs and the controls in time, so if you're reading this devs, please
don't get discouraged by the bad reviews, okay?

Oh and thank you for making this game, it really helps my language learning!. I received this edition of the game for free with
my purchase of the Assassin's Creed Odyssey Season Pass. (TL,DR at the bottom)

The textures of both games have been upped in resolution, and the character models...well, they look shiny. Whether that was
intentional of not, I couldn't say for sure.

I didn't have much gameplay trouble in the main game beyond seeing something I think would be climbable (coming off Origins
and Odyssey) and not being able to climb it, and the occasional failing of a mission due to something I couldn't control (though
that may be user error).

Liberation is always finding one way or another to crash on me. Be it trying to enter\/exit the Map, use the Steam overlay's web
browser for collectible maps, or just for no reason at all. Considering this is the packed-in Remastered Edition of a PC Port of a
Playstation Vita game, that actually makes a bit of sense. A relaunch after a crash will help, but I'm sad that it crashes at all.

TL,DR: I would not recommend playing this edition of ACIII and its expansions UNLESS you obtain it the same way I did. It
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was a blast to revisit this piece of Assassin's Creed's history, but I cannot recommend it for a first-time player.. Truly a
masterpiece
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This game has the potential to be a great farming simulator. The foundation is there but Unfortunately, I feel they entered early
access a little too quickly. Having more systems in place would have gone a long way to making this a more enjoyable
experience. Right now, I sadly can not recommend this title. More updates and continued communication will go a long way to
making this a successful and fun weed growing simulator.

For some gameplay and a more in-depth First Look check out my video review here:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/iPX1hsQrDiQ. Malchiki! Harasho igra, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665!. I completely loved the game.
Very enjoyable, great writing and a bit frustrating because of the multiple endings, you need to play again and again to get the
story right. Very well done. I look forward to your future works! Bug tip: when allowing the user to SKIP, pause back to the
relevant question, not the response.. I love the art style of these customes and glad I picked the set up while it was on sale, but I
cannot in good faith recommend this set when its regular price is nearly as much as the game itself.. Does not work with
windows 10 :(. No Denuvo though.. Soundtrack overall is wonderful. Or should i say fantastic? :p
It's 10\/10, no less. I really love this victorian gothic style with some chinese parts here and there. StarX is <3
My personal favourites:
1. The glamorous waltz ~ The little devil dance (Koakuma is best girl <3)
2. Dark girl (i like Nix much to be honest. she's so mysterious and her spell cards (on final stage and in challenges for most part)
just rock.)
3. Endless fate (grand and epic. pretty fitting for Remiria-chan indeed.)
The only small thingy i noticed and assume it's kind of a flaw(?) for someone (not for me definetely, because i'm not huge fan
of those two themes in particular but still it's need to be mentioned) - an absent of title screen theme and score screen theme
from soundtrack. Also from music room in-game score screen theme is absent too. So actually full game has 17 tracks. Music
room - 16 tracks. Soundtrack in Steam folder of the game - 15 tracks.
Bu-u-ut it's really small flaw and personally for me it means nothing.. its simple, its fun, it triggers nastalgia, and it doesnt hurt
your wallet.. What a war!
Get this excellent DLC.. I would definitely reccomend this game to anybody who is a fan of accessible space shooters. There are
no complicated controls and functions that serve very little purpose(At least from my experience - this might differ for someone
else) and has an adequate story for the price. There are very clearly defined character roles throughout, which I personally
thought were well written and served a purpose.

My only complaint is the lack of control over the 'drift' of your ship and maneuverability, which often results in you crashing
into a frigate, something which can result in your instant death depending on the ship you are piloting and the speed you are
going at.

Overall, though i've not played much of it so far, I would highly recommend this, especially at the sale price(69p at my time of
writing - 02\/08\/17). Despite my current playtime, I could easily see myself finishing this. For reference I use a mouse and
keyboard, not a joystick, and I have had no problems.
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